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There ought to be a better way!

After staring at verb tables on and off for a couple of years, 
some patterns began to emerge. It then became clear 

that a small subset of the tables could be created in a format 
to provide a short cut into the world of conjugation.



Preface
I never thought that I'd be learning Spanish, much less writing a book about language, but 
then I never thought that I'd be living in Costa Rica, either. We did the usual things: bought 
the right language books, and started trying to communicate in Spanish with locals, friends 
and neighbors.

It was clear right away that one key to successful communication would be to begin learning 
the conjugation tables. Try as I might, it never seemed to stick, and I became intimidated by 
the daunting task of memorizing all of the complexities. Add all of the exceptions with the 
irregular verbs, and the task seemed overwhelming.

It's not that I'm slow, but I am rather lazy. However, I am also willing to spend considerable 
effort on a task, so long as it appears that the payoff will exceed the up front effort. After 
staring at the tables, on and off for a couple of years, some patterns began to emerge. It then 
became clear that a small subset of the conjugation tables could be created in a format to 
provide a short cut into the world of conjugation

This short book is not intended to be a beginner's guide. But, once you've reached the point 
in your Spanish language adventure where you feel you've hit a "learning wall," it just may be 
able to give you the impetus and courage you need to continue on.

This book introduces the Short Cut Verb Table that has helped me to finally begin conjugating 
verbs in my day–to–day conversations. Within a week of using the tables described here, I 
was starting to use correct conjugations in conversations. In addition I stopped  using "yo" 
and "usted," which I had been using a lot to try and ensure that people understood what I was 
saying. Now, using verbs correctly, I know they understand. Almost immediately, a Tico 
gentlemen that I had not spoken with for a while commented on my improved Spanish.

In addition, I am now able to practice most conjugations in my head and, for verbs with a lot 
of irregularities, creating "sparse flash card tables" makes it trivial to practice using even the 
most difficult verbs. 

Note that this not a book on grammer, per se. After talking with others, I decided not to use 
either the English or Spanish names of the verb tenses. If this is important to you, there are 
mappings in the Appendix of the names used here to the names used by other verb tutorials.

Also note that the 2nd person plural ("vosotros") form is omitted in this book because it is no 
longer used in Latin American countries. If learning this form is important to you, you can still 
use this model to practice and learn conjugation. However, you will need to use the on–line 
tables(7) to practice with, and not the sample tables included with this book. See the 
References section for the Web address used to access the on–line tables.

Pura Vida!
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Something to consider:

The memory span of adults, for words, is around five 
elements. Therefore, trying to memorize tables that exceed 

one hundred elements is just an exercise in frustration.



Introduction
If you are reading this, chances are you've become discouraged in your efforts to learn the 
Spanish verb conjugation tables. You are not alone. With 22 verb tenses, 100 different 
endings giving almost 150 different forms, it's tough to know where to start. Add to that about 
70 classes of irregular verbs, with some classes encompassing dozens of words, you might 
wonder how anyone can tackle such a task.

Seven +/- Two
Years ago psychologists determined that our working memory is generally considered to 
have limited capacity. In 1956 cognitive psychologist George A. Miller introduced a seminal 
paper about the magic of the number seven(1), in which he reported that 

the memory span of young adults was around seven elements, called 
'chunks,' regardless of whether the elements were digits, letters, words, 
or other units. Later research revealed that memory span does depend 
on the category of chunks used (e.g., span is around seven for digits, 
around six for letters, and around five for words [emphasis added])...

This is the reason that telephone numbers in the U.S. are limited to seven digits. It is also the 
reason, in the verb model presented here, that things are "chunked" into groups of five 
elements. This reduces the overwhelming complexity of verb tables to a manageable size, 
and makes memorization possible.

Leverage
In addition to "chunking" things into a manageable size, real leverage in any effort comes 
through locating and exploiting a "sweet spot" in the endeavor. Baseball bats and tennis 
rackets have sweet spots that athletes have discovered they can use to great advantage.

Investing strategies have sweet spots that allow unusually large returns with reduced risk and 
minimal input of time or money. Students can find core concepts and ideas that maximize 
their results and reduce their efforts. 

There are many patterns buried in the verb tables. The Short Cut Verb Model presented here 
attempts to jump start the learning of Spanish verb conjugation by identifying specific parts of 
the verb tables and arranging them in a format to optimize efforts in learning. 

It is through the specific forms selected, and the specific table layout, that you gain leverage 
here. This leverage ensures that your returns will exceed the initial investment of your time.
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A Brief Review
Before we jump into the verb model, lets spend a minute on review. As mentioned above, this 
book is not intended as a beginner's study guide. If you have spent some time struggling with 
the full verb tables, the following may be familiar to you. 

If this is mostly new that's okay but, the more of the following that you recognize, the faster 
you will progress. Terms you may not be familiar with will be explained along the way.

Three Verb Types ar,  er  and  ir endings

Three Prototypes cantar, beber, and vivir  provide the primary patterns

Stem The verb without the two-letter ending

Persons or Voices Singular:
1st yo I
2nd, tú you
3rd él / ella / usted he, it / she /

      you, polite
Plural:

1st nosotros (nosotras) we
 — (vosotros is omitted) —
3rd ellos / ellas / ustedes they, them

Variations Regular all forms follow the prototype pattern
Irregular one or more forms violate the prototype
Defective one or more tenses are not used

Moods Indicativo for facts and things that exist
Subjunctivo wishes, desires and things that "might be"
Imperativo commands and directives

Primary Tenses Infinitivo the basic verb without tense, mood or voice
Gerundio mostly equivalent to "verb + ing" in English
Participio passive voice, adjective for finished action

Passive Voice (other than Participio) and Reflexive Mood are not covered in this book.
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Pronunciation
And, just to be complete, a quick review of letter pronunciation. This is a generalized quick 
refresher, and includes only a few letters. See the References section for further details.

Vowel Sounds(2)

• A is pronounced similarly to the "a" in "father" or the "o" in "loft." 
Examples: madre, ambos, mapa. 

• E is generally pronounced like the "e" in "met" when it is at the  beginning or within 
a word. It is kind of a shortened version of the "é" in the English "café," when it is 
at the end of the word. Sometimes it can be somewhere between those two sounds. 
Examples: café, compadre, embarcar, enero. 

• I is pronounced like the "ee" in "feet" and the "e" in "me," but a bit briefer.
Examples: finca, timbre, mi. 

• O is pronounced like the "oa" in "boat" or the "o" in "bone," but usually briefer. 
Example: teléfono, amo, foco. 

• U is generally pronounced like the "oo" in "boot" or the "u" in "tune." 
Examples: universo, reunión, unidos. 
In the combinations gui and gue, as well as after q, the u is silent. 
Examples: guía, guerra, quizás. 
If the u should be pronounced between a g and i or e, it is given an umlaut. 
Examples: vergüenza, lingüista. 

Consonants(3)

• B and V are pronounced exactly the same, generally, like the "b" in "beach." When 
either of the letters is between two vowels, the sound is formed kind of like the 
English "v," except that the sound is made by touching the lips together.
Examples: bebé, ambos, vencer. 

• D generally is pronounced somewhat like the "d" in "diet," although often the 
tongue touches the bottom of the teeth instead of the top. But when d comes 
between vowels, it has a much softer sound, kind of like the "th" in "that." 
Examples: derecho, helado, diablo. 

• G is pronounced much like the English "g" in "go," except when it precedes an i or 
e. In those cases, it is pronounced like the Spanish j. 
Examples: gordo, gritar, gigante, mágico. 

• H is always silent. Examples: hermano, hacer, deshacer. 

• J (and the g when before an e or i) can be difficult, as its sound, that of the 
German ch, is absent in English except for a few foreign words where it is 
sometimes retained, as in the final sound of loch or the initial sound of Channukah. 
The sound is sometimes described as a heavily aspirated "h," made by expelling air 
between the back of the tongue and the soft palate. If you can't pronounce it well, 
you'll be understood by using the "h" sound of "house," but it's worthwhile to work 
on the correct pronunciation. 
Examples: garaje, juego, jardín.
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The primary intention of this verb table:

You will quickly be able to express
past, present and future tenses

and give commands without having to learn
the entire Spanish verb system.



Finding the Short Cut
This chapter introduces you to a simplified Spanish verb conjugation table that will put you on 
the fast track to correct usage in your daily conversations. The intent is that, by practicing with 
this model, you will quickly be able to express past, present and future tenses and give 
commands without having to learn the entire Spanish verb system at once. 

Completed  AR   ER, IR
  a

Stem  +     ado    ido   

  Action     AR     ER, IR
a

Stem  +  ando    iendo 

Command    AR    ER, IR 

  Stem   +     e         a     

The Verb

(Meaning in English)

(can use estar + Action) (3rd person singular)

Past Tense (have) Present (what is) Present (might be) Future Tense (will)

he

 has  +  Completed

 ha

 hemos

 han

AR ER IR

o o o

 Stem + as es es

a e e

amos emos imos

an en en

AR ER, IR

e a

   Stem  + es as

e a

emos amos

en an

é

      The Verb  + ás

 á

 emos

 án

The Short Cut Verb Model © 2008  

While this diagram may look complex, don't be intimidated. These particular eight forms, 
combined with this four column layout, define a "sweet spot" in the Spanish verb tables. This 
format allows you to focus on a small portion of the full tables while, at the same time, 
providing a solid foundation for learning additional tenses later on.

As mentioned earlier, this table is grouped into "chunks" of five elements to facilitate rapid 
memorization. In addition, don't get hung up on the names of the tenses. You won't need to 
know these in the practice exercises. They are only used while discussing the different parts 
of this verb table. If the names of the verb tenses are important to you, see the Appendix.

The top four columns of the table are directly related to the bottom four columns, as indicated 
by the arrows in the above diagram. In addition, the haber form endings used in the left-hand 
Past Tense (have) section closely match endings used in the right-hand Future (will or shall) 
section.

Notice that the 2nd person plural ("vosotros") form is omitted in this model because it is no 
longer used in Latin American countries, and because it exceeds our magic number five 
which is an adult's limit for remembering words. If this form is important to you, see the 
References section for the Web address used to access the on–line tables(7) which can be 
configured to include the vosotros form.
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The Verb Forms Used
The tense names used in the verb model presented here include the following. These are not 
grammatically correct names. They are used to reduce the time needed to learn the tenses.

 Tense Name Used           English Equivalent                                                       

The Verb Infinitive (verb w/o tense, mood, or voice)
Command (polite) Imperative (3rd person singular only here)
Action (__ing) Gerund (equivalent to "__ing" ending)
Completed (done) Participle (adjective for finished action)

Past Tense (have) Present Perfect (past tense with "have")
Present (what is) Present, Indicative (facts and things that exist)
Present (might be) (no English equiv.) (for things that "might be")
Future (will or shall) Future (future using "will" or "shall")

The Structure and Relationships
A simple grid of four rows and four columns is used in the Short Cut Verb Model. Each of the 
sections in the top row relate directly to the sections in the bottom row. The second row can 
be used to add any notes that might aid you in remembering a particular verb.

Starting in the upper right-hand corner of the table, all forms derive from The Verb itself. It is 
over on the right side because this form will drop directly down to the Future (will or shall) 
section, discussed below.

Next the Command, or Imperative tense, has various forms as do the other tenses. However, 
only the 3rd person singular (polite) form is included in this table entry. The Command tense 
is one of the most irregular tenses in the entire Spanish verb table, but a simple pattern 
makes this particular form important: Whether it is regular or irregular, it almost always 
matches the 1st and 3rd forms of the Present (might be) tense located just below in the 
bottom row of the table. (The only exceptions to this pattern are with Passive Voice and 
Reflexive verbs which are beyond the scope of this book.)
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Completed (done) Action (__ing) Command (polite) The Verb

(present tense can be
estar + The Verb + "ing")

Past Tense (have) Present (what is) Present (might be) Future (will or shall)
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Moving to the left, Action (__ing), equivalent to the "ing" ending in English, is a handy form 
to know. While this form does not drop all the way down into the Present (what is) box, this 
form can be combined with the verb "estar" to indicate a present tense action. Be aware that 
Present, in Spanish, is equivalent to Present and Present Progressive (or verb + "ing") in 
English.

Completed (done), in the upper left-hand corner, is a very handy form to know for all verbs. 
This form, when combined with haber, is used in all of the "compound tense" forms and 
denotes "have." Compound tenses include have, had, had already, will have, would, would 
have, and should. The entry in this box, whether regular or irregular, drops directly down into 
the box below, and is used without change for every form of every compound tense. For 
compound tenses, it is the form of haber that changes to indicate the person, not the 
Completed (done) verb tense.

Past Tense (have) is used in this table instead of "simple" past tense for several reasons. 
"Simple" past tense is not at all simple. The endings are the most complex with no pattern, 
and it is the second most irregular of the tenses. Instead, adding "have" to the table is a nice 
introduction to compound tenses. In addition, the forms of haber used with this tense match 
the endings used by the Futuro tense, described below, and help with memorization.

Present (what is), as mentioned earlier, can mean simple Present tense or Present 
Progressive. This is the tense that most English speaking people are familiar with, mas o 
menos. if they have ever tried to communicate in Spanish. Also known as Indicative Mood, 
this is used to describe facts and "things that are."

Present (might be) is also a Present tense, but this is used to express wishes, desires and 
things that might or ought to be. While this is by far the most irregular tense, it is included in 
the table for two reasons. First, as noted above, the 3rd person singular form of the 
Command (polite) tense is always identical to the 1st and 3rd forms of this tense (except for 
Passive voice and Reflexives) which turns this from one of the hardest to one of the easiest 
to learn. Second, this serves as a good introduction to a tense that has no English equivalent, 
and opens the door to learning three other "Subjunctive Mood" tenses that are commonly 
used in conversations in Spanish.

Future (will or shall), the last box in the table, is what English speakers know as simple 
future tense and expresses what "will or shall occur." This is very easy to learn here as each 
form is The Verb combined with an ending that is very similar to the form of haber used in the 
Past Tense (have) form.

Before moving on, note the shading of the boxes. The Present (what is) heading box is 
slightly darker to remind you that the Action (__ing) form does not drop all the way down into 
the box below. 

The Present (might be) box in the bottom row is shaded to remind you that there is no 
English equivalent to this tense. Also, as you will see later on, during normal use of this verb 
table this box remains empty. If you elect not to practice this tense and eliminate it from your 
memorization efforts, the shading will remind you of this.
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Putting it all Together
Finally, let's take a look at an example of using this table. Below is a table with entries that 
are filled using a regular "ar" verb.

Take a few minutes to examine the various parts of the table above and begin to notice how 
the various sections relate to each other. This will become more obvious as you work through 
additional examples on the following pages. Notice how, for regular verbs, each component is 
derived from The Verb (located in the upper right-hand corner of the table).

The next chapter will lead you through some exercises to assist you in using this verb table to 
rapidly memorize verb conjugations.

Notice the forms of the auxiliary verb "haber" included in the Past Tense (have) section. 
These include he, has, ha, hemos, and han. It is the variations of this auxiliary verb that 
indicate the person (or voice) for each form, while the verb form Completed (done) that 
drops down into this section remains the same. This is true for all compound tenses, and is 
one reason this tense is included in the table.

If you are interested in learning the grammatically correct verb tense names, see the 
Appendix for translations to the names used by several popular Spanish verb models.
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Completed (done)

cant ado

Action (__ing)

cant ando

Command (polite)

cant e

CANTAR

(to Sing)

Past Tense (have) Present (what is) Present (might be) Future (will or shall)

he cantado

 has cantado

 ha cantado

 hemos cantado

 han cantado

cant o

 cant as

 cant a

 cant amos

 cant an

cant e

 cant es

 cant e

 cant emos

 cant en

cantar é

 cantar ás

 cantar á

 cantar emos

 cantar án
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A Little Q & A Review
If you skimmed or skipped most of this chapter, you may be asking why these particular 
tenses were selected, and what makes the layout of this table so special. The short answer is 
that the sections were each selected because of the unique relationships they have with each 
other. The long answer is that these relationships includes the following items. 

• Past Tense (have) forms of haber match the Future (will or shall) endings

• the 3rd person singular (polite) form of the Command tense almost always 
matches the 1st and 3rd person form of Present (might be)

• Action (__ing) can be used with estar to form present tense wording

• Compound tenses don't vary in form, even when the Completed form is irregular

Why choose "Past Tense (with have)" instead of "simple" Past Tense? 

• because "simple" past tense is not in the least bit simple, and has the most 
complex set of endings of any tense—in addition, "simple" past is the 2nd most 
irregular of any tense, the 1st being Present (might be)

• adding a tense using haber introduces compound forms

• the "have" form of haber, matches the "will or shall" ending for the future tense 
used here

• the form never changes, even when the Completed (done) is irregular

Why include the "have" form at all, if it never changes?

• precisely because it never changes—it's included to encourage you to begin 
using compound tenses in your conversations

• the forms of haber used closely match the endings of the Future tense

Why include "Present (might be)" if it's by far the most irregular tense?

• a simple pattern, explained in this Chapter, makes this extremely easy to learn

• it gives an introduction to a form that is used a lot in Spanish, which has no 
English equivalent—it is said that you can't express subjective thoughts in 
Spanish without using this verb tense
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A Reminder:

"Present (what is)" can also be Present 
Progressive so, for instance, "escribo" can mean 

"I write" or it can mean "I am writing."

And a tip:

Once you know the "Action (__ing)" form, you
can quickly use it with the verb "estar" to

form a present tense phrase if you
forget the correct present tense ending.



Exercises
This chapter describes some simple exercises to get you started using this verb table. 
Noticing patterns with the various endings will help your memorization efforts.

One interesting pattern in the Spanish verb tables is that the 1st and 3rd singular voice of 
Present (might be) are almost always identical to the 3rd person singular (polite) form of 
Command. Using this pattern, the extremely irregular Present (might be) becomes 
completely regular (even when the Command form is irregular) and becomes one of the 
easiest tenses to learn. The only exceptions to this, as mentioned earlier, are Passive voice 
and Reflexive verbs, which are beyond the scope of this guide.

Also make a note that Present (what is) can be either "Present" or "Present Progressive." 
The word "escribo," for instance, can mean "I write" or it can mean "I am writing." The 
combination of estar + The Verb + "ing" is a common way to express present tense, and is 
handy if you forget the correct Present (what is) ending for a verb. See examples, below.

Another helpful pattern is that the 2nd person singular ending is always the 3rd person 
singular with an "s" on the end. Given this pattern, you may not even need to include the 2nd 
person singular in your mental practice exercises.

Table Format and Regular Endings
While the names of the verb tenses used are not important, the concepts they represent are. 
Become familiar with the different parts of speech that the headings represent. That said, if 
you plan to continue learning additional tenses using one of the complete Spanish verb 
models, you might want to begin learning the tense names used by that model. In the 
Appendix you will find links to practice tables with names used by several popular models.

Understanding the structure
will help to understand the contents

which will help to understand the relationships
which will help to understand the tenses used

which will help to understand conversational usage.

Start to memorize the patterns and relationships of the various endings. You will then be able 
to determine the usage for any regular verb. It will take some practice to do this quickly during 
a conversation.

After you have memorized the table format and the regular endings, you should then be able 
to practice any regular verb in your head, without needing to see the table. Once you get to 
this point, you can practice conjugations anywhere and anytime.
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Table Top Row
Get familiar with the five entries (the verb, the English meaning, and three tense endings. 
Begin to memorize the endings for each verb type. Start to memorize the relationships with 
the bottom row of the table.

Completed (done)

cant ado

Action (__ing)

cant ando

Command (polite)

cant e

CANTAR

(to Sing)

Table Bottom Row
Decide if you will include the third column in your efforts to memorize tenses. Start to 
memorize the endings for each verb type. Remember the importance of practicing five items 
or fewer at any one time. Begin to study the patterns and relationships. Refer often to the 
diagrams in the previous chapter. Create your own practice tables.

Past Tense (have) Present (what is) Present (might be) Future (will or shall)

he cantado

 has cantado

 ha cantado

 hemos cantado

 han cantado

cant o

 cant as

 cant a

 cant amos

 cant an

cant e

 cant es

 cant e

 cant emos

 cant en

cantar é

 cantar ás

 cantar á

 cantar emos

 cantar án

Mix things up: try different combinations in different directions, both vertical and horizontal.

(he) I have ____ I ____ I ____ I will ____
(hemos) we have ____ we ____ we ____ we will ____

(ha) you have ____
(han) they have ____
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Using Estar + Action
One way to express the Present Tense is the verb estar combined with the Action ("__ing") 
form of a verb. For example "¿Que está haciendo?" means "What are you doing?" This 
can easily be used while you are learning the Present (what is) tense, or if you forget the 
correct form of this tense for an irregular verb during conversation.

Just remember: use the right tense for the "person" or "voice" you intend, and that this verb is 
slightly irregluar:  estoy,  estás,  está,  estamos,  and  están. Some other examples include:
"Estoy hablando" means "I am speaking",  and  "Estamos comiendo" means "We are eating."

Practice Verbs: Regular & Irregular
Start with some regular verbs. Thankfully, most verbs are entirely regular.

cantar (sing) beber (drink) vevir (live)

hablar (talk) comer (eat) omitir (omit)
operar (operate) esconder (hide) eludir (avoid)
motivar (motivate) exceder (exceed) discutir (discuss)

When you're ready, proceed to some slightly irregular verbs.

enviar (send) conocer (know someone) escribir (write)
empezar (begin) saber (know something) lucir (shine)
negar (deny) merecer (deserve) delinquir (transgress)

Continue with verbs that have more irregularities.

pensar (think) cocer (cook) ir (go)
contar (count) hacer (do, make) decir (say)
trocar (exchange) oler (smell) venir (come, go)

Invent your own mental exercises. 
Practice while you're driving, or when waiting in line, or while falling asleep.

Create some written goals. 
Review them from time to time, and adjust them as you progress.
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Sparse Tables as Flash Cards
These tables are designed to work as "flash cards." A good way to improve the memorization 
of words is to write them. When creating flash cards from these tables, one way to approach 
this is to omit all of the regular entries and include only the irregularities. 

Creating "Sparse Flash Cards," as shown in this next example, assumes that you have 
become sufficiently familiar with the omitted entries that you can quickly identify the pattern 
for a given entry and create the entry in your mind.

Then, remembering the importance of "chunks of five," begin to memorize each section 
starting with the four top boxes and continuing with each successive column of five elements 
in the bottom section.

For irregular verbs, try memorizing only the top row and any irregularities in the first line of the 
bottom row. Then see if  you can figure out the remaining entries just by using the patterns 
that you have already memorized. This may work better for some irregular verbs than for 
others.
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Completed (done) Action (__ing) Command (polite)

sep a

SABER

(to Know)

Past Tense (have) Present (what is) Present (might be) Future (will or shall)

he

 has

 ha

 hemos

 han

sep a

 sep as

 sep a

 sep amos

 sep an

sabr é

 sabr ás

 sabr á

 sabr emos

 sabr án
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Partially Filled Tables
You may find that a hybrid form is more to your liking, completely filling in the top portion even 
when the elements are regular. Using a red pen to fill out the irregularities will definitely aid in 
your ability to memorize the differences. Once you become familiar with this table, the first 
and third columns can always remain empty. They remain only as memory aids.

Why can entries be empty? Another pattern to notice in standard verb tables is that the Past 
Tense (have) form is always shown as regular even when the Completed (done) is irregular. 

Likewise, when using the Short Cut Verb Model, Present (might be) is shown as regular, even 
when the Command 3rd person singular (polite) is irregular.

This is why, in this example. both the Past Tense (have) and the Present (might be) columns 
are empty. So why are they even included? The left-hand column still contains the forms of 
haber for the tense (which also serve as a reminder for the correct endings in the far right-
hand column). The third column is included as a "mental placeholder" to assist when doing 
conjugation exercises in your head (remember that the Command "drops" into this column). 
Also, if you choose to omit the subjective Present (might be) from your practice exercises, the 
shading in the third column will remind you to skip this tense.

See the on–line version of this model(7) to create tables with your own selection of columns, 
and for tables that can include the vosotros voice.
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Completed (done)

ven ido

Action (__ing)

vin iendo

Command (polite)

veng a

VENIR

(to Come)

Past Tense (have) Present (what is) Present (might be) Future (will or shall)

he

 has

 ha

 hemos

 han

veng o

 vien es

 vien e

 ven imos

 vien en

vendr é

 vendr ás

 vendr á

 vendr emos

 vendr án
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A secondary intention of this verb table:

It provides a solid foundation for
learning each of the additional tenses

from the full Spanish verb tables.



End Notes
The primary intent of the simplified verb tables presented here is to facilitate rapid use of 
Spanish verbs in conversations. A secondary intention is to provide a solid foundation that 
makes it possible to easily learn additional verb tenses. Once you have mastered examples 
in the Short Cut Verb Model, you should have the confidence necessary to proceed to other 
sections. By now you have experience with some of the toughest parts. The rest should now 
be easier than you ever thought possible.

Next Steps
Where to go next? Pick one of the many complete Spanish verb models available and start 
learning other tenses. Several popular verb models are mentioned in the Appendix section. 
Become familiar with the grammatically correct verb tense names for the model you choose. 

Take a minute and visit WebVerbix(4), the free on–line verb conjugation Web site that provides 
tables for verbs in almost four hundred languages. Also, the Spanish Verb Manual(5) makes a 
nice addition to your language library, and it provides patterns for over five thousand verbs.

Which additional tenses are the easiest? Perhaps exploring the Pretérito Imperfecto tense 
might be a good choice. This entirely regular section is the Past Progressive and "Used + 
Infinitive" form. It is used to express repeated or habitual actions in the past tense.

Or look to any other compound tense that uses a form of haber. All of these sections are also 
completely regular, and you now have experience with this form. In addition the Condicional  
Simple tense, that expresses "would," is rarely irregular. It "would" make a good next step.

And finally, don't forget the "simple" past tense, Pretérito Indefinido. Once you've mastered 
that, you should feel confident that your conversational skills are far beyond what many 
gringos will ever attempt.

Short Cut Tables On–Line
If you prefer not to fill out all of the irregularities for various verbs using the blank sample 
tables available with this book, you can try using the on–line version(7). Visiting this website 
will allow you to create either "complete" or "sparse" flash card tables, and you can even 
specify which verb tenses you wish to include in your tables.
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Create some written goals.

Review them from time to time, and
adjust them as you progress.
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A journey of a thousand miles
must begin with a single step.

                           —Lao Tzu



Appendix: Short Cut Verb Tables

Mapping Verb Tense Names
As mentioned earlier, the verb tense names used in this book are not grammatically correct. 
When you decide to proceed with learning other Spanish verb tenses, you will probably want 
to learn the "official" names. Unfortunately, even grammatical experts don't agree on correct 
names. Here the names are translated to several popular verb models.

The Spanish Verb Manual(5) is a popular book that contains conjugations for 5,000 verbs. 
This book is very helpful: it identifies irregular patterns, it highlights irregular forms in red, and 
it separates the verbs into three sections, one for ar, er, and ir.

501 Spanish Verbs(6) is also a popular book and gets good reviews. However, it does not 
make irregularities clear, and does not separate the three types of verbs.

Short Cut Name Spanish Verb Manual 501 Spanish Verbs

The Verb Infinitivo, Formas No Personales (upper corner of table)
Command (polite) Presente, Modo Imperativo (3p. sing.) imperativo (3rd pers. singular)
Action (__ing) Gerundio, Formas No Personales Gerundio
Completed (done) Participio, Formas No Personales Part. pas.

Past Tense (have) Pretérito Perfecto, Modo Indicativo perfecto de indicativo
Present (what is) Presente, Modo Indicativo presente de indicativo
Present (might be) Presente, Modo Subjunctivo presente de subjunctivo
Future (will or shall) Futuro Imperfecto, Modo Indicativo futuro

WebVerbix(4) is a free, on–line verb conjugation Web site. It provides conjugations for verbs 
in almost four hundred languages. This site highlights irregularities in red and it also 
highlights  "ortographic modifications" in blue. For each verb you look up, it provides a list of 
verbs with any similar irregularities. There is also a program you can download called Verbix 
that runs on a PC. Paying for the PC version helps support the free parts of the Web site.

Short Cut Name WebVerbix (verbix.com)

The Verb (upper corner of table)
Command (polite) Afirmativo, Imperativo (3rd p. sing.)
Action (__ing) Gerundio
Completed (done) Participio

Past Tense (have) Pretérito perfecto compuesto
Present (what is) Presente, Indicativo
Present (might be) Presente, Subjunctivo
Future (will or shall) Futuro, Indicativo
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Examples and Blank Tables
Completed examples of using the Short Cut Verb Model that accompany this short book are 
available on-line. Blank tables are available for those who wish to use them when memorizing 
irregular verbs both on CD-ROM and from the Web site for this book.

Blank tables are available in several formats. These are free for use with the exercises shown 
in this book. Column headings are available using the verb tense names used in this book, or 
in each of the popular full Spanish verb models mentioned earlier. In addition, a full Spanish 
verb table is available that highlights the eight sections used in the Short Cut Verb Model.

Example of the On-line Verb Table
A Web site is available for those who want to use this verb model. The Web site provides 
blank practice tables, and allows you to create your own, customized Short Cut Verb Tables. 
See the Reference section for a link to the accompanying "Short Cut" Web site(7).
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The Short Cut Verb Model

Completed  AR   ER, IR
  a

Stem  +     ado    ido   

  Action     AR     ER, IR
a

Stem  +  ando    iendo 

Command    AR    ER, IR 

  Stem   +     e         a     

The Verb

(Meaning in English)

(can use estar + Action) (3rd person singular)

Past Tense (have) Present (what is) Present (might be) Future Tense (will)

he

 has  +  Completed

 ha

 hemos

 han

AR ER IR

o o o

 Stem + as es es

a e e

amos emos imos

an en en

AR ER, IR

e a

   Stem  + es as

e a

emos amos

en an

é

      The Verb  + ás

 á

 emos

 án
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These eight forms combined with this particular layout will jump start your conjugation efforts.

The Verb, or Infinitive. All forms derive from the verb itself. It drops to Future (will or shall).

Command, or Imperative, 3rd person singular (polite) form, drops to Present (might be).

Action (__ing), can be combined with the verb "estar" to indicate a present tense action.

Completed (done), when combined with haber, is used in all of the "compound tense" forms.

Past Tense (have) The forms of haber match the endings used by the Futuro tense.

Present (what is), Present tense or Present Progressive, for facts and "things that are."

Present (might be) is used to express wishes, desires and things that might or ought to be, 
and opens the door to three other "Subjunctive Mood" tenses that are commonly used in 
conversations in Spanish. It's difficult to express emotions without using this tense.

Future (will or shall), the simple future tense, expresses what "will or shall occur."
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